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Abstract. We describe a technique for deriving performance models
from design patterns expressed in the UnifiedModelling Language (UML)
notation. Each design pattern captures a theme within the Aglets mobile
agent library. Our objective is to find a middle ground between devel-
oping performance models directly from UML, and to deal with a more
constrained case based on the use of design patterns.

1 Introduction

UML has become a widely talked about notation for object oriented design, and
it is therefore often felt that the adoption of UML by the software engineering
community makes it a good candidate for which performance evaluation tech-
niques should be developed. Although in agreement with the approach, we feel
that UML is too complex at present. Deciding the particular idiom to use for
a given problem is also not clear when using UML, and it is often difficult to
express concurrent and non-deterministic behaviour using it.

Design patterns capture recurring themes in a particular domain, facilitat-
ing re-use and validation of software components. Design patterns fill the gap
between high level programming languages and system level design approaches.
Our approach avoids proprietary extensions to UML, and makes use of well de-
fined Petri net blocks, which model design patterns with a given intent, and
in a particular context. We suggest that this is a more tractable approach, can
can facilitate approximate analysis of larger applications via compositionality of
design patterns, compared to other similar work [2, 3, 4, 6]. We illustrate our
approach with the ‘Meeting Design Pattern’ in the Aglets workbench, from [1].

2 The Meeting Design Patterns

Intent: The Meeting pattern provides a way for agents to establish local in-
teractions on specific hosts Motivation: Agents at different sites may need to
interact locally at any given site. A key problem is the need to synchronise the
operations performed by these agents, initially created at different hosts, and
then dispatched to a host to find each other and interact. The Meeting pattern
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helps achieve this, using a Meeting object, that encapsulates a meeting place (a
particular destination), and a unique meeting identifier. An agent migrates to a
remote host, and uses the unique meeting identifier to register with a meeting
manager. Multiple meetings can be active on a given host, with a unique iden-
tifier for each meeting. The meeting identifier is described by an ATP address,
such as atp://emerald.cs.cf.ac.uk/serv1:4344. The meeting manager then
notifies already registered agents about the new arrival and vice versa. On leav-
ing the meeting place, an agent de-registers via the meeting manager.
Applicability: The pattern is applicable when, (1) communication with a re-
mote host is to be avoided, whereby the agent encapsulates business logic, and
carries this to the remote machine, (2) where security or reliability constraints
prevent interaction between software directly, such as across firewalls, (3) when
local services need to be accessed on a given host.
Participants: There are three participants involved in the meeting, (1) a Meet-
ing object that stores the address of the meeting place, a unique identifier, and
various other information related to the meeting host, (2) a Meeting Manager
which registers and de-registers incoming agents, announces arrival of new agents
to existing ones etc, (3) an Agent base class, and an associated sub-class Con-
creteAgent, from which each mobile agent is derived, and which maintains the
meeting objects respectively.
Collaboration: A Meeting object is first created, an agent is then dispatched
to the meeting place, where it notifies the Meeting Manager, it is then registered
by the addAgent() method. On registration, the newly arrived agent is notified
via the meet() method of all agents already present, and existing agents are
notified via the meetWith() method. When an agent leaves, the deleteAgent()
method is invoked.
Consequences: The meeting pattern has both advantages and drawbacks:

– Advantages: supports the existence of dynamic references to agents, and
therefore facilitates the creation of mobile applications. It also enables an
agent to interact with an unlimited number of agents at a given site, which
can support different services (identified by different meeting managers). The
meeting manager can act as an intermediary (called a Mediator), to establish
multicast groups at a given host, enabling many-to-many interactions.

– Disadvantages: Some agents may be idle, waiting for their counterparts to
arrive from a remote site.

3 Petri Net Models

To extract performance models from design patterns, we consider two aspects:
(1) participants within the pattern, (2) collaboration between participants, and
specialised constraints that are required to manage this collaboration. The par-
ticipants and constraints help identify control places within Petri nets (labeled
with circles containing squares), and collaboration between participants helps de-
cide the types of transitions required – timed, intermediate or stochastic. Since a
sequence diagram only expresses one possible interaction – a scenario, we do not
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directly model a sequence diagram, but use it to determine message transfers
between agents. Times associated with transitions can either be deterministic
only, and based on simulation of the design pattern, or a designer can associate
‘likely’ times, to study the effect on overall system performance. More details
about Petri net terminology can be found in [5].

We model two scenarios in our Petri net model: the first involves only a single
agent service at a host, suggesting that all incoming agents are treated identically,
and handled in the same way. In the second scenario, we consider multiple agent
services active at a host, requiring that we first identify the particular agent
service of interest. Hence, three Petri nets are derived: (1) Petri net for agent
arrival and departure, (2) Petri net for agent-host interaction, (3) Petri net for
agent-agent interaction.

3.1 Arrival/Departure Petri Nets

When a single agent service is present at a host, all incoming agents are treated
identically. Each agent header is examined to determine the service it requires,
and needs to be buffered at a port before passing on to the MeetingManager for
registration. For multiple agent services, we use a colour to associate an incoming
agent with a particular agent service.
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Fig. 1. Arrival Petri net

The Petri net in figure 1 identifies the receiving and registering of an incoming
agent. We assume that only one MeetingManager is available, and consequently,
only one agent can be registered at a time. The MeetingManager therefore rep-
resents a synchronisation point for incoming agents. From figure 1: Places P1
and P7 represent the start so and se place respectively. A token in place P1
represents the existence of an incoming agent, and a token in P2 models the
presence of a particular port on which the agent is received. Place P3 represents
the buffering associated with the incoming agent at a port. Place P4 is used to
model the registration of the agent with the local MeetingManager, the latter
being modelled as place P5. Place P6 corresponds to the notification to existing
agents of the presence of the new agent. Place P7 is then used to trigger the
next Petri net block which models either an agent-agent or agent-host interac-
tion. Transition T1 is an immediate transition, and models the synchronisation
between an incoming agent and the availability of a particular port and buffer.
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T1 would block if the port is busy. Transition T2 is a timed transition, and
represents the time to buffer the incoming agent. Transition T3 represents the
time to register and authenticate an incoming agent via the MeetingManager.
We assume that only one agent can be registered at a time, hence the synchro-
nisation of places P5 and P4 via T3. Marking M0(P2) equals the number of
connections accepted on the port on which the agent service listens for incom-
ing requests and M0(P5) is always equal to 1. The initial marking M0 can be
specified as: M0 = {0, connections, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0}. Other PN models can be found
in [7]. To model an agent system we combine the Petri net blocks above to cap-
ture particular agent behaviour as specified in the Aglets source code. Hence,
we combine an arrival Petri net with an agent-agent or an agent-host Petri net,
depending on the requested operations. The use of start and end places allows
us to cascade Petri net blocks, with the end place of an arrival Petri net feeding
into the start place of an agent-agent or agent-host Petri net. The end place of
an agent-agent or an agent-host Petri net is then fed back to the start place
of either an agent-agent or an agent-host Petri net if a repeated invocation is
sought. Alternatively, the end place of an agent-host or an agent-agent Petri net
indicates the departure of an agent from the system. In theory the model can be
scaled to as many agents as necessary, being restricted by the platform on which
simulation is performed. We have tested the model to 50 agents on 10 hosts.

4 Conclusion

We describe a general framework for building and managing mobile agent sys-
tems, based on the existence of agent design patterns in UML. A design pattern
is modelled as a self contained Petri net block, that may be cascaded. Our model
accounts for differences in the size of an MA, different agent services at a host
and stochastic parameters such as the time to register an agent and port con-
tention at a host. The Petri net provides us with a mathematical model, that
may be analysed to infer properties of the mobile agent system.
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